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Off The King - Lies
Tom: D

   D
  Won't you look inside my silly eyes
A
  Tell me everything you have inside
Em
  Don't you be afraid of what I'll say
G
  I will never judge you my old friend

D
  Yes I understand the way it goes
A
  No you're not the only one I know
Em
  Even if you wanted it's too strong
G
  No you never really had a choice

Riff
D / A / Em / G

D
  The snowball keeps on moving on
A                                            Em
  You cannot fight a culture with your crazy songs

  So draw yourself a hero with no name
G
  Try to fool yourself and all the game
D
  See I would try to talk you out of that
A                   Em
  But you are so damm high
     G
  Remember that you're selling

D
Lies
A                   Em
  Feeling all the lies inside your stories
 G
Lovely and so boring
D
Cry
A
  All of your glories
Em                    G
There's no need for stopping
                       D
We'll be doing really fine

Riff
D / A / Em / G

D                                         A
  The joy is all around you wanna live it up
                                           Em
It doesn't really matter if it's a plastic cup

You wanna go there, You'll never hide it
G
  You wanna have the fun, but you can never find it
        D
You're rolling and still hoping

that you never really broke it
             A
Yeah you're trying to survive
                              Em
It's all inside your book of rules

                        G
Remember how to be that cool

D
  We've been living here just fine
A                             Em              G
  And we'll be kicking here all night (uoouuu)
D
  We're the kings of rock n'roll
A                               Em
  We'll teach you how to take control
     G
  Remember that we're selling

D
Lies
A                   Em
  Feeling all the lies inside your stories
 G
Lovely and so boring
D
Cry
A
  All of your glories
Em                    G
There's no need for stopping
                       D
We'll be doing really fine

SOLO
D / A / Em / G

D
  Won't you look inside my silly eyes
A
  Tell me everything you have inside
Em
  Don't you be afraid of what I'll say
G
  I will never judge you my old friend

Say it again

D
Lies
A                   Em
  Feeling all the lies inside your stories
 G
Lovely and so boring
D
Cry
A
  All of your glories
Em                    G
There's no need for stopping
                       D
We'll be doing really fine

D
Lies
A                   Em
  Feeling all the lies inside your stories
 G
Lovely and so boring
D
Cry
A
  All of your glories
Em                    G
There's no need for stopping
                       D
We'll be doing really fine

Acordes
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